
Bronze
Medallion
OUT OF HOME TRAINING
WEEKS 5-8

This Bronze Medallion training program helps build a physical fitness 
for lifesaving duties, achievable with lifesaving or gym equipment. 

The exercises are beach and water-based surf rescue training tasks,  
as well as the Bronze Medallion physical assessment.
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Bronze
Medallion
OUT OF HOME TRAINING
WEEKS 5-8

For instructions on each session, please see the following pages.
2

Welcome to your Bronze Medallion ‘Out of Home’ physical training program. These 
programs follow on from the ‘At Home’ 4-week program Lifesaving Victoria issued in 
September this year. 
These programs are designed to help you build a baseline fitness for lifesaving duties, for 
the upcoming 2020/21 season. The exercises included in each session are designed to help 
you build functional fitness for the Bronze Medallion competency. The exercises are aligned 
with beach and water-based lifesaving tasks, as well as the physical assessments, the 400m 
swim and the run-swim-run. 
The exercises in this program build on the ‘At Home’ programs. If you did not complete the sessions 
in the previous program (Weeks 1-4), that is fine, you can still participate in this program. 

How to use the Program
To start, look at the BRONZE MEDALLION 4-WEEK SCHEDULE below. This schedule recommends the 
sessions to complete for the upcoming 4 weeks (essentially these are training Weeks 5-8). To know which 
exercises are included in each session, see the pages that follow.
All the exercises are recommendations, based on general lifesaving demands. However, if you have individual needs, such 
as other training demands, or injuries, you are welcome to modify the programs to suit your needs. The same applies to 
the days of the week you train. You can move the training days, or times, if it suits. However, we recommend you allow at 
least 24-hours between sessions.
If you are injured, we suggest you do not attempt any part of the session that will likely exacerbate the injury. Additionally, if 
you experience pain when performing any part of the session, cease the exercise and remove it from the session until the 
issue can be rectified.

Good luck with your training!

BRONZE MEDALLION 4-WEEK SCHEDULE
MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT SUN

WEEK 5
am Session C

pm Session A
(+ Mobility) Session B Session D

WEEK 6
am Session C

pm Session A1
(+ Mobility) Session B1 Session D

WEEK 7
am Session C

(+ Mobility)

pm Session A
(+ Mobility) Session B2 Session D1

WEEK 8
am Session C

(+ Mobility)

pm Session A1
(+ Mobility) Session B3 Session D1

Session A and Session C are circuit sessions. One is designed to replicate functional lifesaving exercises and one is 
designed to target the whole body using bodyweight exercises to build musculoskeletal fitness.
• Perform a brief warm up before each circuit.
• Try and perform all exercises in the circuit. Once you 

finish one exercise, move straight to the next exercise. 

• Perform as many circuits as you feel comfortable or 
have the time for.

• You can adjust equipment, weights, distances or 
repetitions to suit your level of strength or fitness.

Session B and Session D are swimming sessions designed to improve your water-specific cardiovascular system to build 
aerobic and anaerobic fitness.



Session A 
ENVIRONMENT: Club and beach

MOBILITY 
Perform ~15 mins mobility prior to circuit in Weeks 7 & 8. See ‘MOBILITY’ page for 
details.

Exercise 1: WATER ENTRY
• Run down into the water from the beach.
• Enter the water using high knees through the shallow water and/or any breakers, then 

porpoise when you get deep enough.
• When porpoising becomes ineffective, swim for 20 strokes before turning around and 

heading back to where you started from on the beach.
• REPEAT once more.

Exercise 2: BOARD PADDLE
• Grab a board positioned on the beach near the water’s edge.
• Run with the board into the water, using a bunny hoping motion in deeper water.
• Paddle out for 200m, on both knees and stomach, then turn around.
• Paddle back to the beach.

Exercise 3: BEACH RUN
• Choose some hard sand to run on.
• Distance = 500m.
• Effort rating = 7 out of 10.

Exercise 4: SWIM (use a tube if available)
• Grab hold of a tube, if you have one available.
• Wade out through the shoreline/breakers.
• Turn parallel to the shore.
• Swim 100m (with the tube if you have one) then turn around and swim 100m back to 

where you started.
• Return to the beach using porpoising/wading techniques.

Exercise 5: SAND CIRCUIT – 10 reps per exercise
• Push up.
• Squat.
• Sit up.
• Kneeling superman.
• Calf jump on the spot.
• REPEAT the sand circuit once more.
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SESSION A1 = mix up the order of exercises; do the odd numbers then the evens; 
do 1 then 5 then 2 then 4 then 3; do it in the reverse order. 



Session B 
ENVIRONMENT: Local pool or beach (if a pool is not available)

Part 1: WARM UP
• Shoulders. Work on moving your arms and shoulders in different planes. Focus on 

performing internal and external rotation at a variety of shoulder angles.
• Head and neck. Slowly rotate your head side to side, up and down, and forward and 

backwards.
• Torso. Work on rotating your torso with slow and controlled movements.
• Lower body. Work on extending your hips, loosening up your ankles and doing calf 

raises.

Part 2: POOL WARM UP + DRILLS
• Swim 200-400m at a comfortable pace focusing on stroke technique and any coaching 

tips you’ve been given in the past. This may include kicking only (using a kickboard), pull 
strokes (arms only) or other drills.

Part 3: HIIT SWIM (Freestyle)
• SWIM efforts performed @ 8 / 10 intensity.
• 2 x 100m with 2 minutes REST between
• 1 x 400m
• 5 minutes REST
• 2 x 100m with 2 minutes REST between

Part 4: COOL DOWN
• Swim 200-400m at an easy pace (these laps can be a mix of freestyle and backstroke).
• Exit the pool and perform stretches for your shoulders, chest, triceps and lats, and also 

your lower body (including hip flexors, glutes, hamstrings, quadriceps and calves).
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SESSION B1 = HIIT SWIM (Freestyle): 4 x 100m with 2 minutes REST between; 8 x 
50m with 60 seconds REST between.

SESSION B2 = HIIT SWIM (Freestyle): 2 x 200m with 4 minutes REST between; 2 x 
100m with 2 minutes REST between; 4 x 50m with 60 seconds REST between.

SESSION B3 = HIIT SWIM (Freestyle): 2 x 400m with 5 minutes REST between.



Session C 
ENVIRONMENT: Home, front or back yard, local park

MOBILITY 
Perform ~15 mins mobility prior to circuit in Weeks 7 & 8. See ‘MOBILITY’ page for details.

Exercise 1: PICK UP + PRESS + REVERSE LUNGE – 10 reps 
each side
• Squat down to grasp an object (e.g. backpack) with both hands.
• Pushing through the whole foot stand back upright and transition the object to your chest.
• Press the object overhead, complete a reverse lunge, and then return the object to your chest 

and then the ground (the reverse of how you got it over your head).

Exercise 2: W.I.T.Y (shoulder + upper back) – 3 reps per position
• Lay face down on the floor.
• Aim is to hover your arms off the floor by contracting muscles in your shoulders and upper back.
• W = bent arms, elbows slightly lower than shoulders; I = arms extended above head (or by your 

sides if above head causes pain); T = arms extended out to the side; Y = arms making a “Y” 
above your head.

• Maintain static holds for 3-5 seconds in each position.
• Keep contact between your forehead and the floor throughout.

Exercise 3: PUSH UP WITH ROTATION – 5 reps each side
• Start in a high-plank position, with the weight on the hands and toes.
• Bend the arms to lower the chest to the floor as per a standard push up. As you push back up, 

shift your weight onto one side.
• Rotate your upper body and extend your arm straight up.
• Return to your starting position, and then repeat with opposite side.

Exercise 4: STANDING SINGLE-LEG CALF RAISE – 10 reps each side
• Stand with the balls of your feet on the edge of a step (with something close by to help maintain 

balance). Drop one foot away.
• Let your heel drop slightly lower than the ball then push up until you are standing on the ball of 

your foot.
• After a brief pause, lower yourself under control back to the start position.

Exercise 5: SINGLE-LEG GLUTE BRIDGE – 10 reps each side
• Lie on your back with knees bent, feet flat and shoulder-width apart and roughly 30-45cm from 

glutes. 
• Lift your right leg so it is straight out at hip height with your foot flexed. 
• Keeping your upper back on the floor, engage your glutes, drive through your left heel, and raise 

your hips off the ground until your knee, hips, and shoulders form a straight line. 
• Keep your core engaged the entire time. Pause at the top, squeezing your glutes for one to two 

seconds. Then lower back down to the start. 
• Complete the reps on one side and then swap over.

5
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Session D 
Beach or local pool (if beach is not a viable option)

Part 1: WARM UP
• Shoulders. Work on moving your arms and shoulders in different planes. Focus on 

performing internal and external rotation at a variety of shoulder angles.
• Head and neck. Slowly rotate your head side to side, up and down, and forward and 

backwards.
• Torso. Work on rotating your torso with slow and controlled movements.
• Lower body. Work on extending your hips, loosening up your ankles and doing  

calf raises.

PART 2: CARDIO SWIM (20 MINUTES; MODERATE EFFORT)
• Within the first 5 minutes find a pace or effort level which you classify as “moderate” 

(for reference this should be an effort rating of around 6 out of 10) and think you will be 
capable of maintaining for the duration of PART 2. 

• If you are completing the swim in open water, it can be helpful to perform this as an  
“out and back” type setup where you turnaround at the 10 minute (halfway) mark and 
make your way back to where you started from.

PART 3: COOL DOWN
• Once back on the beach (or on pool deck), walk at a comfortable pace for 3-5 minutes 

getting your breathing under control and performing some upper body stretches as  
you go.

• Find an open space to do some lower body stretches, paying particular attention to hip 
flexors, glutes, hamstrings, quadriceps and calves.
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SESSION D1 = add 5 minutes to your CARDIO SWIM (25 minutes)

SESSION D2 = add another 5 minutes to your CARDIO SWIM (30 minutes)
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MOBILITY   

Mobility can loosely be defined as the ability to move or be moved freely and easily. As we 
ask more and more of our body (and even during times of less and less) it is important that 
we spend some time repaying it, so as to hopefully avoid joint restriction and / or pain. Tight 
muscles or tissues around our joints can create unwanted pressure on our joints which can 
in turn manifest into less than ideal movement patterns and ultimately pain.
It is highly recommended you spend ~15 minutes performing the following mobility 
exercises, prior to SESSION A and SESSION C.

NECK COMBO
• Pass one hand behind your back and grasp the elbow of your relaxed arm. Drop head to 

the same side as the grasped elbow. 
• Hold for 3-4 deep breaths. Repeat both sides.
• Now turn your head approx. 45 degrees to the same side as the grasped elbow and 

then drop chin down towards chest (keeping that same head angle). 
• Hold for 3-4 deep breaths. Repeat both sides.
• Next, look straight ahead and place a finger on the chin.
• Without moving the finger, pull the chin and head straight back until a good stretch is 

felt at the base of the head and top of the neck. There should now be some separation 
between the chin and finger.

• Hold for 5 seconds if possible. Bring the chin forward again to the finger. Repeat x 3.

THORACIC EXTENSION OVER TOWEL (or foam roller if 
available)
• Position the rolled up towel (or foam roller) perpendicular to and under your upper back / 

thoracic spine. Start with it high up on your thoracic spine.
• Keep your knees bent and feet flat on the floor. 
• Place your hands behind your head and pull your elbows as close together as they’ll go. 
• Let your head fall to the floor and try to wrap yourself around the towel / roller, extending 

the thoracic spine over the towel / roller. 
• Breathe in and out deeply a few times before repositioning the towel / roller a few inches 

down your spine. 
• Reposition the towel / roller 2-3 times moving further down your spine with each 

repositioning.

KNEELING THORACIC ROTATION
• Begin on your hands and knees. Place one hand behind your head so your elbow is 

extnded at shoulder height.
• Now rotate your upper body and reach up towards the ceiling with your elbow. Go slow 

and focus on feeling the extension and rotation from your thoracic spine.
• Hold your body rotated upwards for 1-2 seconds then rotate your upper body back 

towards the floor and reach your elbow towards your supporting arm. Hold at this lower 
position for a further 1-2 seconds.

• Repeat the motion, slowly moving between the two positions.
• After completing 30 seconds on one side, swap sides.
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MOBILITY   

CAT – COW 
• Start on your hands and knees with your wrists directly under your shoulders, and your 

knees directly under your hips. Point your fingertips to the top of your mat. Place your 
shins and knees hip-width apart.

• Cow: Inhale as you drop your belly towards the mat. Lift your chin and chest, and gaze 
up toward the ceiling. Broaden across your shoulder blades and draw your shoulders 
away from your ears.

• Cat: As you exhale, draw your belly to your spine and round your back toward the 
ceiling, tucking your pelvis under slightly if you can. The pose should look like a cat 
stretching its back.

• Inhale, coming back into Cow, and then exhale as you return to Cat. Repeat for around 
60 seconds.

LOW LUNGE HIP STRETCH
• Take a big step forward with one foot and drop your rear knee to the ground, releasing 

your back foot. Come up and rest both hands on your front thigh.
• Check that your front knee is directly over your front ankle, and draw your lower abs in to 

protect your lower back.
• Stay in the position for 3-5 deep breaths. Relax slightly, releasing the tension, and then 

repeat for another 3-5 deep breaths.
• For a deeper stretch in the hip flexors and to open up the chest and shoulders sweep 

your arms out and up. Sink into the position. You can bring your palms together or keep 
them shoulder-width apart, with palms facing each other.

• Repeat for the other side.
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For more 
information contact
 
Email: volunteertraining@lsv.com.au 
Phone: (03) 9676 6900

www.lsv.com.au

Life Saving Victoria 
200 The Boulevard, 
Port Melbourne, VIC 3207 
 

© Life Saving Victoria 2020 | VERSION 1.0

1 Life Saving Victoria (LSV) accepts no responsibility or liability for 
this Activity. It is undertaken by participants at their own risk.   
This Activity can be inherently dangerous. 

2 Participants:
a] release and will release LSV from all Claims that they may have or 

may have had but for this release arising from or in connection with 
their participation in the Activity; and

b] indemnify and will keep indemnified LSV to the extent permitted by 
law in respect of any Claim by any person arising as a result of or 
in connection with participation in the Activity.

c] Claim means and includes any action, suit, proceeding, claim, 
demand, damage, penalty, cost or expense however arising 
including but not limited to negligence.




